Abstract. Recently, recursive blocked algorithms for solving one-sided and two-sided Sylvester-type equations were introduced. This elegant yet simple technique enables an automatic variable blocking that has the potential of matching the memory hierarchies of today's HPC systems. The main parts of the computations are performed as level 3 general matrix multiply and add (GEMM) operations. In this presentation we extend our algorithms to also cover periodic Sylvester-type equations.
Introduction
In this presentation, we continue our work by developing algorithms for solving periodic Sylvester-type equations using recursion. One such example is the periodic Sylvester equation
where p is the periodicity of the matrix sequences, such that A k+p = A k , B k+p = B k and C k+p = C k [12, 14] . Here, we focus on recursive blocked algorithms for solving triangular periodic matrix equations, i.e., the matrix sequences A k and B k for k = 1, . . . , p are assumed to be in periodic real Schur form (PRSF) [2, 6] . This means that p − 1 of the matrices in each sequence are upper triangular and one matrix in each sequence, say A r and B s , 1 ≤ r, s ≤ p, is quasi-triangular. The products of conforming diagonal blocks of the matrix sequences A k and B k contain the eigenvalues of the matrix products A 1 A 2 · · · A p and B 1 B 2 · · · B p , respectively, where the 1 × 1 and 2 × 2 blocks on the main block diagonal of A r and B s corresponds to real and complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues of the corresponding matrix products. Triangular matrix equations appear naturally in estimating the condition numbers of matrix equations and different eigenspace computations, including decoupling and stability analysis. To solve a triangular matrix equation is also a major step in the classical Bartels-Stewart method [1] . Periodic Sylvester-type matrix equations also appear in the context of eigenvalue reordering for computation and condition estimation of periodic invariant (deflating) subspaces of a matrix (pair) sequence [4, 5] .
Recursive algorithms for periodic triangular matrix equations
Our research includes recursive blocked algorithms for solving the most common one-sided and two-sided triangular periodic Sylvester-type matrix equations. In this contribution, we focus on one-sided equations, namely the periodic continuous-time standard Sylvester and Lyapunov equations and a periodic generalized coupled Sylvester equation (see Table 1 ). For the two-sided equations, we only display one periodic transpose variant. The other variants are formulated by moving the transpose to the left multiplying matrices and replacing the periodic dependence k + 1 by k and vice versa. For example, the second variant of PSYDT is derived as
For the generalized equations in Table 1 we assume the involved periodic matrix pairs to be in generalized periodic Schur form (see, e.g., [2, 6] for details).
By using and reusing recursive templates, we can solve all matrix equations listed in Table 1 utilizing only a small set of subroutines. By this, we mean that, e.g., the PLYCT problem can be largely solved by the PSYCT routine. Therefore, the efforts of optimizing the implementation can be concentrated on a few core routines.
The periodic matrix sequences are stored as 3-dimensional arrays, where the third dimension is the periodicity p of the matrix equation. The successive recursive splittings are performed on the 3-dimensional arrays explicitly, leading to new types of data locality issues, compared to our previous work with RECSY [7] [8] [9] . consider splitting of A k by rows and columns and C k by rows only. The second alternative is to split B k by rows and columns and C k by columns only. The third alternative is to split all three matrices by rows and columns. No matter which alternative is chosen, the number of flops is the same. Performance may differ greatly, though. Our algorithm picks the alternative that keeps matrices as "squarish" as possible, i.e., 1/2 < M/N < 2, which guarantees good DGEMM performance. Now, consider the generalized periodic continuous time Lyapunov (PGLYCT) equation
Periodic recursive Sylvester solvers

Consider the real periodic continuous time Sylvester (PSYCT) matrix equation
where the periodic pair (A k , E k ) is in generalized Schur form, and C k and X k are symmetric M × M . Because of symmetry, there is only one way to split the equation, results in two triangular PGLYCT equations and one generalized periodic Sylvester PGSYL equation, all of which can be solved recursively:
We start by solving for X 22 , we solve for X (k) 11 . We remark that the update of C (k) 11 includes two sequences of SYR2K operations, namely
where A is a sequence of GEMM operations.
Kernel solvers
By reducing the problems to smaller and smaller matrices, a great part of the computation emerges as standard matrix-matrix operations, such as GEMM or TRMM. However, at the end of the recursion tree, small instances of the matrix equation have to be solved. These matrix equations have a Kronecker product representation that is block diagonal with fill in i the right-most column. For example, for the SYCT equation, the matrix Z in the Kronecker matrix equation Zx = c corresponds to
In the algorithm, recursion proceeds down to problem sizes of 1 × 1 to 2 × 2. For smaller problems, a compact form of the matrix Z which utilizes the sparsity structure of the problem is computed and the problem is solved with Gaussian elimination and partial pivoting (GEPP). This is based on work done with the superscalar kernels that were developed for the RECSY library [9] . The memory usage for Z is O(m 2 n 2 p), and the number of operations required to solve the problem is O(m 3 n 3 p). In case of an ill-conditioned problem, where bad pivot elements are detected, the Gaussian elimination is aborted. Instead, an error condition is signaled and the recursion is restarted at a higher point, with a larger problem. This larger problem is then solved using complete pivoting (GECP) and a non-compact form of Z. The non-compact for has a significantly larger memory requirement O(m 2 n 2 p 2 ). Remember that m and n are small. This extra workspace can either be provided by the user or dynamically allocated.
Storage of matrices
For storage of regular matrices, there are two major linear variants: row-major ("C-style") and column-major ("Fortran-style"). In addition to this, several recursive blocked storage schemas have proven to give substantial speed-ups, see [3] for several references.
For the periodic matrix sequences, there are six (3!) different linear variants. One advantage of having the periodic dimension as the minor (innermost) dimension is better locality of the Z matrix in the kernel solver. However, this efficiently disables all use of standard BLAS 3 functions. In our algorithm, we therefore have the periodic dimension as the outermost dimension.
Results
The recursive blocked algorithms have been implemented in Fortran 90, using the facilities for recursive calls of subprograms, dynamic memory allocation and threads. In this section, we present sample performance results of these implementations executing on an AMD Opteron processor-based system. The system has a dual AMD Opteron 2.2 GHz processor, with a 64 kB level 1 cache and a 1024 kB level 2 cache. Peak performance is 4.4 Gflops/s per processor.
Periodic standard Sylvester
In Figure 1 , we show performance graphs for our implementation of the PSYCT solver. Because of the recursive template, performance asymptotically reaches the performance of DGEMM (3.4-3.5 Gflops).
Periodic generalized Sylvester
In Figure 2 , we show performance graphs for our implementation of the PGSYL solver. The performance results are somewhat inferior to the PSYCT performance. There are two reasons for this degradation: the kernel solver is more complex, and the two-sided updates of the equation. The two-sided update in the recursive algorithm performs some extra operations than a level 2 algorithm. However, the use of efficient level 3 operations compensates for the extra operations.
Conclusions
The results shown in the performance graphs confirm the recursion is an efficient way of solving periodic Sylvester-type equations. The reason is three-fold. First, recursion allows for good temporal locality. But more important, recursion enables the equations to be rewritten mainly as level 3 operations. Finally, the superscalar kernel delivers good performance for the small leaf node problems. 
